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Marsha Karagheusian’s totem exhibit “A Conversation.”
As of  Tuesday, 110 probable 
cases of  H1N1 flu virus have 
swept over campus, prompting 
university officials to take swift 
action to prevent further spread 
of  the disease. All the reported 
cases at Xavier have been mild to 
moderate.
Xavier’s Action
“it escalated from just a few 
cases Monday and Tuesday [of  last 
week] to sixty people reporting 
symptoms by the end of  Friday,” 
said Daniel schloemer, director 
of  Administrative services for 
emergency Management. 
The university reacted with 
precautionary measures and the 
establishment of  a student recov-
ery facility in the Alumni Center 
basement.  As of  press time, 25 
students are staying in the facility, 
with 12 set to leave within a day.
The goal of  the recovery area 
is to provide a comfortable loca-
tion for self-isolation away from 
the sick patients’ roommates, al-
lowing roommates to remain in 
the dorm.  
The Alumni Center basement 
contains separate recovery rooms 
and showers for men and wom-
en.  
“Overall, the staff  and condi-
tions are very nice. The rooms 
were cold at first but then they 
raised the heat, and we had all 
the facilities we needed [such as] 
showers, toilets and food,” said 
one student who recovered in the 
Alumni Center. 
“when it really comes down 
to it, the isolation center could be 
much worse than it really is. There 
is a main eating room where i pre-
fer to spend the majority of  my 
time because it is brightly lit and 
less dreary than any of  the other 
rooms in the building.  we also 
have to wear facemasks whenever 
we are around anyone who is not 
infected,” another student said.
Though it has not been offi-
cially inspected by the Cincinnati 
Health Department, representa-
tives from the department have 
visited it several times and are 
working with university officials 
to help staff  it.
Concerns about understaff-
ing at the McGrath Health and 
wellness Center were alleviated 
Tuesday with the addition of  two 
temporary registered nurses. A 
dramatic increase in patient vol-
ume Thursday and Friday insti-
gated additional weekend hours 
at McGrath. The number of  pa-
tients has since leveled off, said 
schloemer.
The McGrath staff  is work-
ing with Tri-Health (a Cincinnati 
health care organization that of-
fers both hospital and non-hos-
pital services) to provide medi-
cal staffing in the Alumni Center 
student recovery area. The staff  
is a combination of  emergency 
medical technicians and registered 
nurses. 
“The only two options for 
students displaying symptoms are 
to go home or to the recovery 
center. This applies to any on-
As a result of  the unprecedented 
increase in freshmen, departments 
spent the summer hiring faculty 
to handle the additional core and 
introductory classes necessary to 
accommodate the new freshman 
class. 
Xavier hired 22 professors to 
teach these classes. A majority of  
these professors are adjuncts and 
full-time temporary faculty mem-
bers because of  the short time 
frame. 
Tenure-track professors are 
hired during an academic year for 
the following year. 
Xavier couldn’t hire faculty last 
spring because of  a hiring freeze 
that will leave many positions 
empty until the 2010-11 school. 
“The administration was help-
ful and did everything they could 
do to make the quick transi-
tion as smooth as possible,” said 
Dr. Allison Russell, chair of  the 
english department. 
Many of  the adjuncts are teach-
ing introductory courses, includ-
ing english Composition. 
Because composition is a writ-
ing-intensive class and the number 
of  students must be held steady 
at 20 to meet national standards, 
there are 35 composition sec-
tions—13 more than the previous 
year.   
“The professors are qualified 
to teach these courses,” Russell 
said.
Although the english depart-
ment saw a larger increase in sec-
tions than most departments, the 
larger number of  freshmen affect-
ed almost every department. 
The philosophy department 
added seven sections of  ethics as 
an intro to Philosophy classes.
 The number of  students has 
decreased slightly in these classes, 
said Dr. Richard Polt, chair of  the 
philosophy department. 
There is a 38 percent increase 
in biology and natural science ma-
jors—an interdisciplinary major 
between biology and chemistry.
 As a result, there is an increase 
in the number of  sections of  some 
classes and more students in other 
classes. The number of  students
Xavier University professor 
Marsha Karagheusian debuted 
her art exhibit on Friday, Aug. 28 
at the Thomas J. Funke Gallery 
located on 3130 wasson Road in 
Hyde Park.  
Karagheusian’s exhibit “A 
Conversation” consists of  26 ce-
ramic totems that represent hu-
man figures.
 “I perceive the figure in almost 
everything.  i see the essence of  a 
Professor premieres 
totem sculptures
By MeghAn Berneking
And Andrew Chestnut 
By kAthryn rosenBAuM
Editor-in-Chief
By CAtherine stAhl
Arts & Entertainment Editor
H1N1 flu outbreak
H1N1 at other 
universities
figure, a human form, or being, 
in many abstract ways.  i don’t 
imagine every part of  the anat-
omy, but i may perceive a simple 
gesture, an emotion, a move-
ment or a human expression. ‘A 
Conversation’ represents 26 be-
ings that are intimately connect-
ed, 26 souls interacting in a deep-
ly personal way,” Karagheusian 
said.
The totems, made of  highly 
textured clay on steel rods and 
Continued on page 3
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Miami University
Confirmed cases: 43
Plans and actions: Students 
should self-isolate (no 
isolation center), reviewing 
cancelation plans
University of Cincinnati
Confirmed cases: Two
Plans and actions: Students 
with flu-like symptoms 
should go home, no planned 
cancellations
Northern Kentucky U.
Confirmed cases: One
Plans and actions: No 
isolation units, reviewing 
plans for cancellations and 
alternative forms of holding 
class
University of Dayton
Confirmed cases: Zero
Plans and actions: 
Making preparations for 
cancellations and isolation
Represents latest data available
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“[This year], we don’t want to limit our flexibility. We want to be more responsive,” said Bob Cotter, vice president of 
Information Resources, explaining some of the new changes in store for the library. 
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as they arise. 
Seating in GSC will be increased 
in the lower level of  the atrium 
near the food court—however, it 
is still expected that the area will 
be crowded during meal hours. 
“Given that Gallagher is truly 
supposed to be the center of  
campus for students, I am actually 
quite excited about the additional 
students that we are going to see 
in Gallagher,” said Christman.
“There is no doubt that we are 
going to see some increased usage 
of  the facility and its resources, 
and that means that we will just 
have to be that much more pre-
pared,” he said.
Securing Xavier
One might anticipate a greater 
need for police presence on cam-
pus due to the increased numbers 
Fine-tuning necessary at library, GSC
If  you thought dorms were the 
only areas of  campus feeling the 
weight of  the freshman class, think 
again. Popular student gathering 
spaces and study spots, as well as 
campus security and parking, are 
all feeling the pressure of  Xavier’s 
300 person underestimate. 
Facilities across campus are 
keeping options open and fingers 
crossed as they attempt to serve 
the school’s increased population.
Adapting Campus Life
The library is currently re-
sponding to two major challenges: 
increased requests for library and 
information technology services 
and an increase in students look-
ing for places to study besides 
their dorm rooms.
During the first week of  
school, the library will be moni-
toring student use of  the facility. 
While nothing is set in stone, 
Bob Cotter, vice president of  
Information Resources, suggest-
ed students can anticipate a larger 
staff, increased numbers of  desk-
top computers and even longer 
hours. 
The library has currently in-
creased its laptop availability by 
ten. If  computers are still saturat-
ed, expect to see desktop comput-
ers added to the third floor. 
Though the third floor is cur-
rently a designated “quiet zone,” 
Cotter feels that additional work-
space will be the more necessary 
commodity this coming year. 
If  demand rises as predicted, 
the library may increase regular 
hours to mirror the hours usu-
ally reserved for exam week. This 
would mean that from Monday-
Thursday, the library would be 
open two hours later until 3 a.m. 
Changes to hours and computer 
availability should be in place by 
Labor Day (Sept. 7).
As a hub of  campus life, 
Gallagher Student Center is also 
making changes to accommodate 
both incoming freshman and up-
perclassmen who use the facility. 
Forty new laptop computers 
have been added to the welcome 
desk for students to check out, 
said Joe Christman, director of  
GSC. 
He said the staff  would be 
monitoring laptop use, and GSC 
would respond to student needs 
By Amy windhorSt  
And KAtie BiSSeLL
of  students. 
The rise in the number of  
freshmen, however, is not signifi-
cant enough to affect the numbers 
of  officers or the established se-
curity routine, said Officer Ken 
Grossman of  Xavier’s crime pre-
vention force.
“In the big picture, it’s a small 
increase for our department.  And 
we’re not overly concerned that 
this is going to swamp us,” said 
Grossman.
However, Campus Police do 
anticipate that the increase in cita-
tions or criminal behavior will be 
statistically equal to the increase in 
the student population. 
There is also a possibility of  
an increase in vandalism and theft 
due to the dorms being at full 
capacity.  
Because of  the residence halls’ 
full capacity, the department will 
give extra attention to fire safety 
and fire response, Grossman said.
Concerns have also surfaced 
about the parking situation on 
campus. 
Currently, parking procedures 
will not change.  Campus Police 
does not expect permit requests 
to exceed spaces.  
“That said, it will be a tight fit,” 
said Grossman.  
“There are contingencies in 
place [if  resident parking permit 
requests do exceed parking spac-
es], but until we see that need we 
won’t be making changes.”  
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campus or university-owned apart-
ment residents, not off-campus 
students,” said Dr. Luther Smith, 
senior student affairs advocate. 
“Some students are likely self-
isolating, but should not because 
it spreads the disease. 
“These are the only two op-
tions, because even if  one has his 
or her own bedroom he or she still 
shares a bathroom, and [the virus] 
spreads fast that way,” said Smith.
The largest group of  infected 
students has been freshmen, said 
Schloemer. 
“This was helped by the social 
contact during Manresa,” he said.
Schloemer; Dr. James 
Konerman, the university’s medi-
cal director; Mary Rosenfeldt, 
director of  Health Services at 
McGrath; Roger Fortin, academic 
vice president and provost, and 
Maribeth Amyot, vice president 
for Financial Administration con-
tinue to be in contact throughout 
the day monitoring the situation.  
The deans have a record of  
students reporting illness.  
Faculty are being informed not 
to hold these students accountable 
for missed class and to allow them 
adequate time to make up work.
Student Life
“The Cincinnati Health 
Department has advised that the 
best thing is to cancel as many 
non-essential events as possible,” 
said Schloemer.
Other areas of  social interac-
tion (such as Gallagher Student 
Center or the library) still pose 
a risk because people spread the 
virus before they know they are 
sick, said Dr. Stephen Englender, 
director of  the Center for Public 
Health Preparedness at the 
Cincinnati Health Department.
“We can’t stop the virus, but 
we can certainly slow it down,” he 
said.
In light of  this, Smith is highly 
encouraging student groups larger 
than 10 people not to meet. 
Some groups, such as prayer 
groups, have asked for permission 
to meet, which Smith is neither 
authorizing nor forbidding, ac-
knowledging no method of  en-
forcing such a policy. 
Limiting social events fol-
lows the principles of  contain-
ing disease, since flu spreads 
mainly through person to person 
contact. 
The proximity between people 
at campus events such as the first 
Friday shuttle or club sports is 
closer than it would be in a class-
room, said Smith.
These limitations are in effect 
until Labor Day (Sept. 7). 
At that time, a board of  univer-
sity administrators will meet and 
decide whether or not to extend 
the judgment.
A soccer game slated for 
Tuesday evening was canceled. 
As of  Tuesday, the athletic de-
partment had not canceled other 
events, but is not promoting them 
either.
Currently the Cincinnati Health 
Department does not recommend 
that Xavier cancels classes, and 
there are no plans to do so.
The decision to cancel classes 
would be a judgment call made by 
Konerman. 
Konerman has been in fre-
quent contact with university ad-
ministration to see if  this is neces-
sary, said Schloemer.
Flu facts
Based on an indication from the 
Cincinnati Health Department, 
ill people with a fever are con-
sidered to have the H1N1 virus 
since seasonal flu is not active yet, 
Schloemer said
On a national level since May 
or June, about 99 percent of  lab 
testing has shown influenza-type 
cases to be the H1N1 strain. 
Since the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention is no lon-
ger collecting numbers of  infect-
ed people and the State of  Ohio is 
only keeping record of  those hos-
pitalized, lab testing on every pa-
tient reporting flu-like illness is no 
longer necessary, said Englender.  
“[Not testing] makes sense 
because we know the virus is cir-
culating widely, and in the case 
of  Xavier, with seven cases con-
firmed by lab testing, it is enough 
to tell us that it is Influenza A 
(H1N1 2009),” he said.
Concerns associated with plac-
ing already ill students in a recov-
ery unit together are minimal (as-
suming none have chronic existing 
conditions that could compromise 
the immune system, such as HIV), 
said Englender.  
These students would have al-
ready stimulated immune systems, 
so “they shouldn’t be putting each 
other at risk,” he said.
A vaccine for the virus is an-
ticipated for mid-October, said 
Englender. 
At that time, the health depart-
ment will look to provide the cam-
pus with a stock when it becomes 
available.  
Eligibility for the vaccine will 
not be altered by previous illness, 
since immunity towards the spe-
cific strain cannot be determined.
Xavier responds to H1N1 flu
-Paid Advertisement- 
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August 24, 10:46 a.m. – A 
student reported that he or she 
left his or her wallet in the lobby 
of  Flynn Hall after purchasing 
a parking permit from Campus 
Police. When the student re-
turned, his or her wallet was 
found in the bushes just outside 
the front door of  the building 
with $100 missing.
August 25, 6:57 p.m. – A 
student reported that an un-
known suspect was fraudulently 
using his or her credit card to 
make purchases off  campus. 
Cincinnati Police was notified.
August 27, 1:42 a.m. –  A 
student observed urinating 
on the exterior of  Brockman 
Hall was cited for disorderly 
conduct.
August 27, 7:20 p.m. – 
Campus Police received a dis-
turbance report from a neighbor 
in reference to a student resi-
dence on the 900 block of  Dana 
Avenue. The Dean of  Students 
was notified.
August 27, 10:38 p.m. – 
Campus Police and Cincinnati 
Police responded to a report of  
a possible robbery in progress 
Continued from page 1
          Sarah Wieten, Campus News Editor
Phone: (513)745-3607
- Paid Advertisement -
on Brewster Avenue at a student 
residence. A short foot pursuit 
ensued with two suspects appre-
hended and questioned.
August 28, 5:54 a.m. – A stu-
dent found sleeping in the athletic 
computer lab on the first floor 
of  Kuhlman Hall was cited for 
trespassing.
August 28, 4:10 p.m. – Two 
non-students acting suspiciously 
in the bookstore were issued tres-
pass warnings and sent on their 
way. Both subjects have extensive 
criminal records.
August 28, 10:03 p.m. – 
Campus Police, Cincinnati Fire 
and Rescue, Residence Life and 
Physical Plant responded to a 
fire alarm in Brockman Hall. 
Investigating revealed that pop-
corn burning on the second floor 
activated the alarm.
August 29, 2:00 a.m. – A non-
student carrying a cooler filled with 
alcohol across the greenspace was 
cited for underage possession. 
August 29, 3:01 a.m. – A stu-
dent leaving Brockman Hall in an 
intoxicated state was stopped at 
Kuhlman Hall and cited for un-
derage consumption.
August 29, 3:09 p.m. – A 
student and non-student fighting 
during an intramural basketball 
game at O’Connor Sports Center 
were separated and sent on their 
ways.
August 29, 10:40 p.m. – Five 
students observed urinating 
in the parking lot of  McGrath 
Health and Wellness Center 
and/or running from officers 
with alcohol in their posses-
sion were cited for underage 
consumption.
August 30, 12:11 a.m. – 
A student observed tampering 
with a construction sign on 
Woodburn Avenue was cited 
for underage consumption.
August 30, 12:57 a.m. – 
Two students smoking mari-
juana behind the power plant in 
the C-1 lot were cited for pos-
session of  drugs.
August 30, 5:06 p.m. – A 
student reported that he or 
she was assaulted by another 
student earlier in the day in 
Buenger Hall. Residence Life 
and the Advocate program 
were notified.   
August 24, 8:47 p.m. – 
Campus Police investigated 
a report of  a student walking 
on the mall with a football 
down his or her shorts. The 
student was cautioned and 
the matter was forwarded to 
Residence Life to follow up.
Note of the
WEEK
in general biology and anatomy 
and physiology labs increased 
from about 20 students to 22-24 
students, said Chair of  the biology 
department Dr. Dorothy Engle. 
Furthermore, the School of  
Nursing has seen a rise of  44 
percent in nursing majors. It re-
ceived federal grant money from 
Health Resources and Services 
Administration. Thus the School 
of  Nursing was able to hire three 
full-time professors. Class sizes 
will remain the same at around 20 
students. 
Dr. Susan Schmidt, director of  
Nursing, does not anticipate prob-
lems with the larger class.  
“We have put sufficient sup-
port in place to provide them with 
an outstanding teaching-learning 
environment. Some of  the sup-
port includes two nursing faculty 
members who will offer guided 
study and tutoring,” Schmidt said. 
“We will be expanding our 
simulation lab to include a birth-
ing room, and we have increased 
clinical partners in the commu-
nity,” she said. 
Because freshmen are not yet in 
upper-level classes, there has not 
been an impact on these courses. 
However, department chairs, in-
cluding Engle, Polt, Russell and 
Schmidt, are beginning to make 
adjustments and plans for the 
future. 
Much uncertainty remains re-
garding the retention rate of  this 
class, and whether larger classes 
were an anomaly or if  numbers 
are going to stay around 1200 stu-
dents. As of  Sept. 1, Xavier does 
not have an enrollment goal for 
2010-11. 
Faculty chairs also stressed the 
importance of  hiring tenure-track 
professors. Besides teaching, ten-
ured professors serve on commit-
tees and advise students academi-
cally or during senior projects. 
“This work is not done by adjunct 
professors, temporary faculty or 
lab instructors,” she said. 
“Whether or not these chal-
lenges become problems in the 
next few years depends on wheth-
er or not we are able to hire more 
faculty,” said Engle. 
Some departments, specifi-
cally in the Williams College of  
Business, can’t keep hiring ad-
juncts. In order to remain an ac-
credited business school, there is 
a limit on the number of  adjuncts 
teaching classes, said Dr. Chris 
Manolis, chair of  the marketing 
department.  
Currently, most departments 
are filling the positions that were 
empty before the hiring freeze. 
They are not creating new princi-
pal faculty positions yet. 
The English department is hir-
ing three new professors and the 
marketing department is inter-
viewing for one open position—
all previously established positions 
that were unfilled last year. 
Police
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LETTERS
Okay Xavier, I simply refuse to 
believe that you’re as apathetic as 
you’re suggesting.
Since our return to campus last 
week, we’ve had approximately 
one bajillion things to be angry 
about. To name a few, there are 
H1N1 scares, crowded dorms 
and the “too many users” mes-
sage every time I try to log onto 
the portal. Not to mention can-
celed campus activities. 
Granted, there are things to 
be pleased about, too, like the 
redesigned caf  and more food 
options. And of  course, Demitri 
Martin will be here on Sept. 13. 
Point is, there are tons of  
things going on that should be 
causing thousands of  opinions to 
flit across campus.
This is why, going on three 
issues now, I have opened my 
Newswire inbox only to be filled 
with staggering disappointment 
and salty tears of  woe. 
Nobody has written me any 
letters.
Where are the letters to the edi-
tor? Why has no one written when 
there’s plenty of  fuel? Where else 
am I going to find well-articulated 
opinions of  my fellow students? 
Why is everyone forcing me into 
creating terrible house ads that 
don’t even work? 
If  not the rest of  campus, 
surely the Newswire has pissed 
Feel the anger someone off  by now. Usually it 
happens before the first issue is 
even in print. I can hardly believe 
it will take even more time for 
your fury to build. 
You could even write some-
thing about how you’re disgusted 
by this editor’s attempts to force 
campus into writing something. 
I do know that opinions can’t be 
forced. But geez, if  I had a dollar 
for every time I overheard some-
one say wistfully, “Huh, I should 
write a letter to the Newswire about 
that,” and then subsequently did 
nothing, I wouldn’t need an edu-
cation to have financial security. 
So, write me something. Tell 
me your opinion. If  it follows the 
guidelines (see our website), I’ll 
print it. 
By KAtherine MonASterio
Op-Ed Editor
Congratulations
Doug tifft
Best College Sports Writing
“Doug Tifft Tracks Two Xavier Greats”
The Xavier Newswire
Second Place: Best College Non-daily Newspaper
Newswire Staff
in the 2009 Ohio Society of Professional Journalists contest
The H1N1 flu outbreak at Xavier has been a difficult and 
alarming way to start the school year, calling for a careful and 
rational response from students, faculty and administrators.
So far, those in charge of  dealing with this illness have set 
forth a plan of  action that prioritizes containing the spread of  
H1N1 and caring for those who are likely infected. We believe 
many of  the measures taken at this point are appropriate and 
proactive steps that promote these two priorities.
For instance, the university quickly set up a recovery space 
in the basement of  the Alumni Center to isolate those who are 
likely affected in a location where their progress can be safe-
ly monitored and to protect those who are not infected. Also, 
the sanitizer stations around campus and the delivery program 
put in place to get food to those in the recovery center show 
thoughtful sensibility.
Additionally, the effort that has gone into keeping the 
McGrath Health and Wellness Center staffed and operating 24 
hours a day should not go unappreciated. Faculty members who 
are volunteering extra time, regular McGrath personnel who are 
working 16 hour-per-day shifts, and workers from Tri County 
Health have all ensured that all students showing flu-like symp-
toms are treated quickly and properly.
Finally, deans and professors have been greatly cooperative in 
dealing with the impact this illness will have on academics by not 
pressuring infected students to keep up with coursework during 
their period of  contagion—a position that is surely greatly ap-
preciated by the many ill freshmen who want to get off  to a 
good start.
However, we suspect some directives set by the university 
concerning student activities are a little too extreme.
Specifically, student clubs around campus have been advised 
to suspend all meetings until at least Sept. 7 in order to limit 
personal contact and hopefully curb the disease’s proliferation. 
Some directives have cited not to meet with more than 10 peo-
ple, while others have cited no more than three to four.
Other student activities—including last night’s men’s soccer 
game, the first Friday Newport Shuttle and the buses to Labor 
Day fireworks—were canceled altogether.
While we understand that these decisions were made in the 
best interests of  students, and in accordance with advice from 
the Cincinnati Health Department, we have reservations about 
the consistency of  these judgments. It seems unavoidable that 
simply by attending class, walking through Gallagher, eating at 
the caf  or using a public restroom on campus, we are destined 
so come into close contact with hundreds of  fellow students 
everyday.
What, then, is the relative danger of  holding a club meeting, a 
club sport practice or attending the soccer game? While the flu 
outbreak is a frightening reality, life still must go on (after all, 
classes are still going on).
While canceling the shuttles (where dozens of  students 
squeeze into small buses, sitting on each other’s laps for long 
periods of  time) was quite necessary, we hope that the direc-
tive to cancel club activities will be lifted when it is reevaluated 
Monday.
Finally, we hope that students and others will continue to 
exercise caution and concern towards others as we deal with this 
unfortunate circumstance.
Four years ago, the costliest 
natural disaster to ever hit the 
United States devastated the 
city of  New Orleans. Hurricane 
Katrina left its mark on the once 
vibrant metropolis, causing over 
$90 billion in damage.
Since Katrina’s landfall on 
Aug. 29, 2005, New Orleans has 
undergone a long and difficult 
road to recovery. Only within 
the past two years have govern-
ment and volunteer efforts been 
able to erase some of  the ugly 
destruction the hurricane left in 
its aftermath.
Unfortunately, there are peo-
ple who remain critical of  re-
building efforts, especially since 
rebuilding uses taxpayer dollars.
Such concerns are some-
what understandable, since 49 
percent of  the city is below sea 
level with the average elevation 
resting between one and two 
feet below, according to a recent 
study by Tulane University and 
Xavier University of  Louisiana.  
With only levees holding 
back the water surrounding the 
city and given the levees’ failure 
during Katrina, many wonder if  
rebuilding New Orleans is only 
prolonging the inevitable.
Clearly, the people who hold 
such opinions have no idea what 
it means to live in a community.
Both of  my parents grew up 
near New Orleans, and I myself  
lived in the West Bank town of  
Marrero until I was six. Even 
though we moved away, I’ve 
been back at least once every 
year because my grandparents 
and other relatives still live 
down there.
Obviously, I have a bit of  a 
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Big easy rebuilds hope
personal slant to my perspec-
tive. But my greatest insight to 
what really makes the city so 
unique came from a good friend 
of  mine this summer, when we 
made the trip to New Orleans 
both to visit my family and 
volunteer.
Aside from the business dis-
trict downtown, she was struck 
by the neighborhoods we drove 
through. 
In New Orleans, people aren’t 
living in neatly sectioned devel-
opments named for all the trees 
that were cut down in order to 
build there. There are a bunch 
of  houses covering a few blocks, 
and then a small business or two 
just down the street. 
People work on their houses 
and get help from their neigh-
bors, then complain that all 
the people who have recently 
moved into the area don’t say 
hello when they walk past.
These neighborhoods have 
suffered because of  the hur-
ricane; many of  their residents 
have permanently moved away 
and others are missing. It is asi-
nine to ask the people who want 
to return and restore their home 
to instead start over elsewhere.
Modern American homes are 
too big for us to have any rea-
son to get to know our neigh-
bors. Why would we sit on our 
porches when we have multiple 
flat screen TVs inside? At my 
parents’ house in St. Louis, we 
only have a relationship with 
one of  the families living around 
us. Even here in Norwood, my 
neighbors and I have minimal 
contact, even though most of  
us are Xavier students.
Where could you ask the resi-
dents of  New Orleans to go? 
Where could they recreate this 
rare community atmosphere?
They shouldn’t have to go 
anywhere. And with local or-
ganizations, such as Beacon 
of  Hope, which was started by 
a husband and wife seeking to 
rebuild their Katrina-ravaged 
neighborhood, they don’t have 
to.
Beacon of  Hope provides 
resources for homeowners 
to rebuild through networking, 
donating and volunteering. 
It has been so successful that 
one of  Louisiana’s state senators 
is taking their model to Congress 
in hopes that FEMA will adopt 
—MALL TALK—
emily Freytag
Class of  ‘13
“I have hand sani-
tizer on me at all 
times.”
Mici eubanks
Class of  ‘13
“I already had it.”
Kaitlin Culley
Class of  ‘10
“I won’t eat ham 
until Labor Day is 
over.”
Molly Mcadow
Class of  ‘12
“I’m not touching 
doorknobs directly 
and covering my 
mouth even more 
excessively than 
usual.”
photos by Amy Windhorst
eric Questel
Class of  ‘10
“I’m watching 
out for my friend 
Rachel. If she gets 
it, I get it. And it’s 
not even like that.”
ricky Morrison
Class of  ‘13
“My immune 
system is stronger 
than the forces of 
influenza.”
Xavier students 
need to know
By Kathryn rosenBauM
Editor-in-Chief
it for disaster recovery.
Personally, I don’t see why 
we need to wait for a disaster. 
Non-profits and community 
building centers in Cincinnati 
should adopt Beacon of  Hope’s 
model in order to help revital-
ize some of  the city’s rundown 
neighborhoods.
For more information on Beacon 
of  Hope, visit www.lakewoodbeacon.
org.
What are you doing to prevent getting novel H1N1?
with Katherine Monasterio and Amy Windhorst
Xavier University has a rep-
utation as a strong academic 
school and most of  the time it 
is rightfully earned. Xavier  of-
fers an extensive and diverse 
core curriculum which strives to 
educate students and challenge 
them to think about the world 
from different perspectives. 
Lately, after multiple dis-
cussions in and out of  class, I 
have been increasingly doubting 
Xavier students’ claim to pos-
sess great knowledge. Sure, we 
may have good GPAs and are 
accepted into law and medical 
schools, but many Xavier stu-
dents lack a fundamental aspect 
of  knowledge: awareness of  cur-
rent events. 
I can’t understand how stu-
dents who claim to be curious 
in class have no desire to ex-
pand their knowledge. Neither, 
it seems, do they care to learn 
about people and decisions that 
may directly affect their lives 
much more than a theory or 
equation ever will.
I realize I am a news junkie 
and read more newspapers than 
the average person. However, it 
is not necessary to check 10 or 
more news sites a day to know 
what is happening at Xavier, in 
Cincinnati, in the United States 
and around the world. 
Such ignorance can easily be 
avoided by checking headlines 
online, picking up one of  the 
(FREE) newspapers on campus 
or turning on broadcast news 
or the radio. Even social net-
working sites like Facebook and 
Twitter contain news stories. 
With ample access to all these 
sources, unaware Xavier stu-
dents are consciously lazy and 
ignorant.
I’m not an expert in any 
subject and obviously can’t be 
well-informed on every issue. 
However, I do make conscious 
efforts to be aware of  major 
events and news 
As college students, we need 
to be able to name our senators 
and representatives, have a basic 
understanding of  the stimulus 
package and know what is hap-
pening in Iraq and Afghanistan. 
I don’t care if  someone has a 
4.0 GPA, has had a paper pub-
lished in an academic journal and 
can talk about biology or math 
for hours—I lose respect for 
students or anyone who is unin-
formed about current events. 
Nothing is more important 
than being aware of  the world in 
which we live. 
Without this awareness, Xavier 
students are ignoring one of  the 
most interesting aspects of  col-
lege—applying and making con-
nections between they learn in 
class to events happening in the 
world. 
I have been pushed and en-
couraged at Xavier to expand my 
thinking outside of  class. Without 
an understanding of  the world, 
students may receive a Xavier 
degree, but this degree comes 
without a crucial component. 
Practical knowledge of  current 
events will be necessary for the 
rest of  our lives, and the time to 
start catching up is now. 
photo  courtesy of www.teachingexcellencenetwork.org
This photo, taken in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, only reiterates the fact that residents need to rebuild so 
they can once again have the feeling of community so brutally swept away from them.
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The Xavier women’s soccer 
team is beginning to resemble an 
H1N1 quarantine ward.
Injuries once again plagued 
the women’s soccer team caus-
ing losses at both games in the 
Comfort Inn Tournament over 
the weekend. 
Senior leading scorer Brittany 
Green went down with a quad 
injury in Saturday’s game against 
James Madison University. 
“We’re pretty banged up right 
now,” head coach Alvin Alexander 
said. 
The team kept pace with James 
Madison throughout the first pe-
riod until Corky Julien, a member 
of  the Canadian national team, 
scored in the final seconds of  the 
first. 
The team then fell apart in 
the second period, letting James 
Madison score three more goals, 
and losing to the Bulldogs 5-1. 
“The score does not tell the sto-
ry of  the whole game,” Alexander 
said. “We played well in the first 
period, but didn’t bring that same 
intensity in the second.”
On Sunday, the Musketeers 
faced the Towson Tigers. They 
did not let their previous loss af-
fect their play and forced the 
game into double overtime before 
losing 2-1. 
Without the services of  junior 
Aliya Schull or freshman Alayna 
Washington, the Musketeers tied 
Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners
By Ken Burton
Staff  Writer
Walking wounded 
for Xavier women
By Jocelyn taylor
Staff  Writer
By Scott Mueller
Asst. Sports Editor
Men’s soccer suffers double defeat: uM and H1n1
Xavier struggles out of  gate
Senior Brittany Green was among the injured Musketeers, as she left the 
game against James Madison with a quad injury.
Senior Hillary Otte (No. 4) led Xavier in kills in each of the team’s first three 
matches.
Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners
the game with a goal by Green 
with an assist from junior Carly 
Wenzel.
During the final minutes of  
the second overtime, Green had 
a one-on-one scoring opportunity 
with Towson’s goalkeeper, Jocelyn 
Papciak. Green took the shot, but 
Papciak was up to the task and 
made the save. 
Towson then took the ball 
down the field and Phyllicia 
Rosselli scored the goal that end-
ed the game.  
A lack of  depth was an issue 
once again for the Musketeers.
“We have 19 players right now 
and four of  them are goalkeepers,” 
Alexander said. “The injuries that 
we have are really hurting us.” 
Green was able to play through 
the pain, but many players on the 
team are suffering from various 
injuries. 
“It’s difficult playing with those 
kind of  injuries (quad injuries),” 
said Alexander. “You’re not able 
to explode the way you want to.”
However, Alexander remains 
positive that the team will resume 
winning soon. 
“The chemistry with this team 
is good on and off  the field. It’s 
difficult to win because the injuries 
are holding us back, but I think in 
the next few games we will start to 
win,” he said.
The next opportunity to enter 
the win column will come at 1 p.m. 
Sunday, Sept. 6, as the Musketeers 
host the University of  Pittsburgh.
Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners
The Xavier men’s soccer team 
rounded out preseason play 
with a 2-1 loss to the Michigan 
Wolverines on Wednesday, Aug. 
26.
Michigan outshot the 
Musketeers 15-5, while also ac-
cumulating an 8-2 advantage in 
corner kicks.  
Sophomore Anthony D’Amico 
scored a late 77th minute goal, 
with an assist from junior Ryan 
Gray, to cut the deficit in half. 
However, Xavier came up 
empty in the closing minutes, los-
ing 2-1 to the Wolverines in Ann 
Arbor.
Over the next week, the sever-
ity of  the novel H1N1 flu out-
break on Xavier’s campus began 
to threaten activities across cam-
pus, particularly sporting events 
involving constant contact be-
tween competitors.
The team would soon officially 
hear that the the sting of  the flu 
outbreak would be combined 
with the sour taste left from the 
Michigan loss as the university an-
nounced the cancellation of  the 
team’s Sept. 1 home game against 
Radford, the first athletic cancel-
ation by the university as a result 
of  H1N1.
The game, which was slated for 
4 p.m., was canceled a few hours 
before kick-off  amid a university-
wide movement to call off  all ex-
tracurricular activities.  
The reason given by the Xavier 
Athletic Department was in ac-
cordance with the recommen-
dation of  the Cincinnati Health 
Department.
There are currently no plans 
to reschedule the match with 
Radford.  
The Athletic Department is 
remaining cautious about expos-
ing athletes from both Xavier and 
competing universities to H1N1, 
according to Xavier Associate 
Athletic Director and Sports 
Information Director Tom Eiser, 
leaving the team’s impending 
Sunday, Sept. 6 match at Butler in 
jeopardy.
Whether the team opens their 
season against the Bulldogs on 
Sunday, or on Friday, Sept. 11 
against Evansville in the Bradley 
Invitational, the Musketeer’s goal 
remains the same: start the season 
on the right foot.
Volleyball preps to play host this weekend
The Xavier University volley-
ball team opened the 2009 season 
with a 1-2 record at the Middle 
Tennessee State Invitational this 
past weekend.
The tournament began on 
a good note. On Friday, the 
Musketeers opened the season 
against Murray State, jumping out 
to quick 3-1 lead. 
However, that lead was soon 
erased as the Racers took the lead 
at 10-9. Murray State would not 
relinquish the lead for the remain-
der of  the set. 
Xavier would get within one 
at 18-17, however the Musketeers 
could never retake the lead, and 
dropped the first set 25-21.
The second set’s result was no 
better than the first. Murray State 
opened the set with a 7-1 run to 
open, but Xavier did not go down 
easily. 
The Musketeers used an 11-4 
run to storm back and take a three 
point lead at 20-17. 
However, Murray State showed 
why they are predicted to be first 
in their conference, coming back 
to win the second set 26-24.
Facing a straight set loss in 
the first match of  the year, the 
Musketeers rebounded in the 
third set. 
Although there were nine ties, 
Xavier would not gave up the lead 
and closed out the set on a 12-2 
run, winning 25-14.
The fourth set featured four 
lead changes, with Xavier at one 
point held a dominating 21-15 
lead before the Racers cut the lead 
to 23-22. 
However, Xavier showed its 
closing power for the second 
straight set and finished off  the 
set 25-23.
In the fifth and decisive set 
Xavier used a 6-2 run after trading 
points to open the frame to take a 
commanding lead in the set. 
The Musketeers went on to win 
the set 15-12, and capture their 
first victory of  the year, 3-2.
Senior Hillary Otte led the 
team with 16 kills, while freshman 
Alex Smith, making her collegiate 
debut, contributed 14 kills. 
Senior Lauren Kaminsky and 
freshman Stephanie Vorherr each 
recorded 16 digs. 
This year’s Muskies will be 
looking for big contributions from 
the freshmen such as Vorherr, and 
recieved it in the first match with 
both both Smith and Vorherr 
playing in all five sets. 
“There’s going to be have to be 
freshmen that step up,” said head 
coach Floyd Deaton.
The following day Xavier faced 
the task of  playing both the Kansas 
and host Middle Tennessee State 
on the same day.
Xavier came out roaring in 
the first set against the Jayhawks, 
opening with an 11-3 run. 
After that, the Musketeers 
never let the Jayhawks get closer 
than eight and won the opening 
set 25-16. 
That would be the last set the 
Musketeers would win on the day.
In the second set, Kansas held 
the lead for most of  the set. 
However, Xavier fought back 
and tied the score at 17. Kansas 
responded by closing out the set 
on an 8-3 run. 
In the third frame, with the 
score tied at seven, the Jayhawks 
used a 7-2 run to take control of  
the set and take the lead in the 
match.
The fourth set was back and 
forth through the first 30 points, 
with Xavier only down two at 16-
14. However, Kansas finished out 
the match on a 9-2 run to claim 
the victory.
Once again, Otte led the 
Musketeers with 16 kills.
In the nightcap against Middle 
Tennessee State each set followed 
the same pattern: in every set 
Middle Tennessee State took the 
early lead, never by more than 
two. 
Xavier would respond each 
time by reclaiming the lead, but 
quickly burn out and be surpassed 
by the Blue Raiders.
In the first set, the Musketeers 
never trailed by more than five, 
losing 25-22. 
In the second, they never trailed 
by more than four, but dropped 
the set 25-21. 
In the third and final set, Xavier 
again never trailed by more than 
five, yet once again lost 25-21.
The Musketeers knew the com-
petition was going to be rough 
heading in to the tournament. 
“Middle Tennessee State and 
Murray State are both predicted 
to win their conferences,” Deaton 
said. “So there are two conference 
powerhouses, right there.”
This coming weekend, the 
Musketeers will welcome further 
stout competition as Notre Dame, 
Tennessee and Michigan State 
head to Cintas Center for the 
Xavier Invitational. Games will 
be played Friday, Sept. 4 through 
Sunday, Sept. 6. 
“It’s a loaded tournament,” 
said Deaton. “When you have an 
opportunity to play a tournament 
like that, you take advantage of  it, 
and you find out where you’re at 
and where you need to go.”
Xavier’s opening match will be 
against Notre Dame at 7 p.m. on 
Friday.
Junior Ryan Gray fights for a head ball. Gray assisted sophomore Anthony 
D’Amico on Xavier’s only goal against Michigan.
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IN DEFENSE OF FOOD:
The Omnivore’s Solution
Michael Pollan
Michael Pollan serves as the Knight Professor 
of Science and Environmental Journalism at 
the University of California, Berkeley and 
is the author of the award-winning book 
Omnivore’s Dilemma: A Natural History of 
Four Meals. Prior to the November election, 
he published an open letter in the Times to 
the “Farmer-in-Chief” of the United States, 
claiming that agricultural and food policies 
will become the next administration’s 
most important agenda item even though 
they figured little in the national election 
campaigns.
SUNDAY, SEPT. 27
1:00 p.m.
CINTAS CENTER ARENA
ETHICS/RELIGION AND SOCIETY 
LECTURE SERIES 
CO-SPONSORED BY THE PUBLIC LIBRARY 
OF CINCINNATI AND HAMILTON COUNTY
For more information, contact 
Darleen Frickman, 745-3026.
www.xavier.edu/ers/lecture
Ecology and Sustainability: Food and Agriculture
Hyde Park
Hyde Park Plaza, 3842 Paxton Road
513-533-0900
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For more free stuff and great deals become a Bruegger’s fan on
One coupon per person, per visit. Not valid with any other
offer. Only original coupon will be accepted. Prices do
not include tax. Valid at participating locations only.
Expires 9-13-09. PLU 840
One coupon per person, per visit. Not valid with any other
offer. Only original coupon will be accepted. Prices do
not include tax. Valid at participating locations only.
Expires 9-13-09. PLU 509
One coupon per person, per visit. Not valid with any other
offer. Only original coupon will be accepted. Prices do
not include tax. Valid at participating locations only.
Expires 9-13-09. PLU 771
With this coupon & student ID
FREE
BagelwithCream
Cheese
withanyNaked Juicepurchase
With this coupon & student ID
FREE
Small
Coffee
nopurchasenecessary
FREE
Lunch
Sandwich
withbeveragepurchase
With this coupon & student ID
Hunger
Dismissed!
Hey Students! Study
and SAVE at our place!
FREE
WIFI!
Classifieds
For classified orders and information, please call 
Nathan Sergio at 513-745-3561 or email him at 
Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu
LARGE Efficiencies, 1-, 2-, 3-Bedrooms in HYDE PARK  for rent in 
excellent condition.  New appliances including dishwashers, A/C.   
HEAT and WATER paid. Balcony, pool use, 2-3 minutes from XU.  New 
kitchens and bathrooms. Laundry, off-street/parking. Starting at $550 
per month. Call us at (513) 477.2920.
Open a new 
checking account
& get up to
$125*
Proud
sponsor of
??????????
?? ??????
?????????
In the spirit of enjoying life, we at 
WesBanco have made setting up your 
checking account not only easy, but also 
profi table. Simply open an account and 
you’ll rake in:
$50 for simply opening the account
$50 after your fi rst 10 debit
        card purchases
$25 for using direct deposit 
You don’t have to be a fi nance major to 
know this is a great deal. Come in now 
and start living large. 
* Interest earning checking accounts have an Annual Percentage Yield (APY) of 0.10%. The rate may change after the account is opened. APY is accurate as of 8/14/09.  Fees could reduce earnings. Bonus for opening an account: The minimum balance to open an account and 
receive the bonus is $50. Bonus will be credited to account 28 days after account is opened. Customer must sign up for a debit card to receive account opening bonus. Customers with a current checking account, or who transfer funds from an existing WesBanco deposit account, 
are not eligible for $50 for opening a new checking account or $50 for debit card transaction. Debit card purchases: You must make ten debit card purchases within 90 days of account opening to earn $50 bonus. Direct deposit: A direct deposit of at least $50 must be credited to 
account within 90 days of account opening to earn $25 bonus. All bonuses are subject to change without notice and limited to one per customer. Offer valid through October 26, 2009.  
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
???????????????Inc. is a Member FDIC. ????????????????
??????????????? ??????????????????????????Sign up for direct deposit and get $25.
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BY AmY Windhorst
Features Editor
Stuff 
Xavier 
People 
Like
For those anticipating fall tele-
vision’s next big hit, look no fur-
ther than Fox’s “Glee,” the new 
musical dramedy whose lack of  
big-name stars is compensated 
with big heart and even bigger 
sound. 
Starting Wednesday, Sept. 2 at 9 
p.m., Fox will kick-start the show’s 
first season, beginning with a di-
rector’s cut of  the already-aired 
pilot episode (you can catch it on-
line now at Fox.com or Hulu). For 
everyone who was able to indulge 
in the premiere back in May, a new 
episode will show at the same time 
a week later on Sept. 9. 
Exactly how do you explain 
“Glee,” the new show from “Nip/
Tuck” creator Ryan Murphy? The 
show ranges from ridiculous, to 
serious, to full-out show-tune sing-
ing—all in mere minutes. Perhaps 
show star Cory Monteith (who 
plays jock-with-a-voice-of-gold, 
Finn Hudson) describes it best: 
“It’s like ‘High School Musical’ got 
punched in the stomach and had 
its lunch money stolen.” Indeed, 
those expecting a Disney channel 
transplant will be sorely disap-
pointed. “Glee” daringly walks the 
Don’t stop believin’ in ‘Glee’ 
The cast of “Glee” performing “Don’t Stop Believin’” in the pilot episode.  
Check out these local live music venues
Enjoy the Arts pass ticket to Cincy culture
The summer concert season 
may be coming to a close, but there 
are still plenty of  opportunities 
for you and your friends to enjoy 
some live musical performances.  
The Newswire reader seeking live 
entertainment outside the confines 
of  Cincinnati’s more commercial-
ized and costly concert venues will 
be pleased to know that there are 
some alternatives in the area.
 Many of  Cincinnati’s small 
bars, clubs and coffeehouses co-
ordinate with local and national 
acts alike to provide the sound 
that you are dying to hear at the 
price you would kill to pay.
 These are just some of  the 
venues located within 10 minutes 
of  the Xavier campus.
The Mad Frog 
(1 E. McMillan St) 
On the corner of  Vine and 
McMillan there is a bar that fea-
tures a myriad of  local musical acts 
spanning the genres of  rock, jazz, 
reggae and hip-hop. The venue 
also hosts weekly events such as 
open mic nights and salsa dancing 
lessons, some of  which are free to 
college students with an ID. 
 One of  Xavier’s talented mu-
sicians and front man of  his own 
band, Steve Boller, has played at 
the Mad Frog in the past. 
 “The Mad Frog is a good op-
tion for Xavier students looking 
for something to do off-campus,” 
said Boller.  “We definitely plan 
to include it in our fall 2009 show 
lineup.”    
TAZA (2900 Jefferson Ave.)
This coffeehouse focuses on 
the principles of  coffee, commu-
nity and creativity.  
Its proximity to the University 
of  Cincinnati makes it an ide-
al hangout for the college-age 
crowd. 
 The small size of  the build-
ing and its warm décor provide 
a comfortable atmosphere for 
gathering and place the members 
of  the audience practically on the 
stage with the performer. 
TAZA is the home of  Acoustic 
Tuesdays and performances by lo-
cal musicians on a full stage with a 
great sound system. 
 The proceeds that TAZA 
generates are used to support not 
only the local arts and artists, but 
also efforts to improve the neigh-
boring community.  
    
Rohs Street Café 
(245 W McMillan St)
Rohs Street Café is yet an-
other nonprofit coffeehouse in 
the Clifton area that prides itself  
on its fresh and organic fair-trade 
coffee and hosting local talent.  It 
line between Broadway mock-up, 
cornball humor and straight-up 
adult drama—this results in some-
thing wholly original, and it works 
very well. 
The first episode introduces 
viewers to both faculty and stu-
dents at William McKinley High 
School in Lima, Ohio. There, we 
meet the school’s dysfunctional 
show choir, or “Glee Club,” which 
has recently been adopted by 
Spanish teacher and former glee 
member Will Schuester (Matthew 
Morrison). 
Much of  the pilot follows 
Schuester as he attempts to bal-
ance the recruitment of  a new 
glee team with his troubled home 
life.
While the pilot’s plot is predict-
able, light-hearted and shamelessly 
fun, the main story is sporadically 
broken up by “Scrubs”-like inner 
monologues and flashbacks that 
are, dare we say, profound. While 
the main draw to the show is its 
zany, biting sense of  humor, ex-
pect a sizeable dose of  drama, 
conflict and romantic angst to fill 
each episode.
The cast is made up of  rela-
tive unknowns. Led by Morrison, 
Lea Michele (Glee geek Rachel 
Berry) and Monteith, the core 
cast is brimming with fresh tal-
ent. Also worth mentioning is 
Jane Lynch’s turn as despicable 
cheerleading coach  Sue Sylvester, 
whose venom adds an undeniable 
flavor to the first episode. Viewers 
can expect the supporting cast to 
develop bigger roles as the season 
continues—not to mention the 
arrival of  a few high-profile guest 
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stars along the way.
And let’s not forget the singing. 
It would take a heartless person 
not to smile during the pilot epi-
sode’s epic rendition of  Journey’s 
“Don’t Stop Believin’.” Viewers 
can look forward to more hits—
both of  the Broadway and pop/
rock nature—to be featured, such 
as Queen’s “Somebody to Love,” 
Carrie Underwood’s “Last Name” 
and an outrageous performance 
of  Salt-N-Pepa’s “Push It.” There 
will be nearly sixty songs used this 
season, and many of  the “Glee” 
renditions will be found on sale at 
iTunes.
It’s a safe bet to mark “Glee” as 
the breakout show of  2009. The 
show has been amassing critical 
buzz for months thanks to Fox’s 
early debut of  the pilot episode 
in May (strategically aired after 
an episode of  “American Idol”). 
The network is putting faith in 
this show, and for good reason. It 
seems Fox has finally landed on 
the pulse of  something that fans 
of  both “Dancing with the Stars” 
and “Arrested Development” 
will be able to appreciate. Think 
you can resist the glee? Tune in 
Wednesdays at 9 p.m. on Fox this 
fall to find out.
plates, were the main attraction 
of  the highest attended show the 
Funke gallery has ever held.  
Karagheusian gave a lecture on 
her work and showed a video on 
how it was made.  
 Approximately 70 people at-
tended Karagheusian’s speech, 
while others walked through 
her totems in the adjacent room 
where “A Conversation” was on 
display.  Many others also attend-
ed the event, coming and going at 
their leisure.  
 “I appreciated Marsha’s open-
ing because it was so beautiful to 
see people conversing amongst 
all her pieces.  I truly saw how 
her pieces were like figures in 
conversation. 
“I also realized how much 
of  an impact it makes when the 
viewer is able to interact with 
the art like in her installation.  I 
learned a lot from her gallery talk, 
too. I couldn’t believe how much 
time and effort went into each 
piece,” said senior art major, Ellen 
Schroeder. 
Karagheusian’s totems con-
sisted of  over two tons of  clay 
and two tons of  gravel (on the 
ground). It took two years to 
complete. 
 The pieces were made by first 
rolling out slabs of  clay and then 
Continued from page 1
ish in Cincinnati.  Whether you 
are an artist looking to book a gig 
or someone seeking live entertain-
ment and even livelier company, 
there is a place around here for 
you.
texturing the clay with everything 
from man-made objects to coral 
and fish skeletons before fitting 
the clay on rods and firing the 
pieces in a kiln.
 “Marsha has created a beauti-
ful space inhabited by 26 stately 
totemic figures that remind the 
viewer of  a world both ancient 
and contemporary. 
“A long history of  growth and 
transformation is hinted at by 
the imprints of  bones, shells and 
plant matter fossilized in the clay 
suggesting a life born of  distant 
prehistoric seas,” said Suzanne 
Chouteau, Xavier University 
Department of  Art chair. 
 “The variety of  coloration 
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from aqua greens and blues to 
coppery and golden iridescents 
makes the forms come alive, 
creating a shimmering here and 
now presence through which the 
viewer journeys,” said Chouteau. 
Karagheusian teaches ceram-
ics and art education at Xavier 
University and was formerly the 
Art Department chair for 10 
years.  
 “A Conversation” will be on 
display at the Funke gallery until 
Friday, Oct. 2. 
The video on how the work 
was made will be up on the ce-
ramics concentration link of  the 
Xavier Art Department’s website 
soon. 
is also in the perfect position for 
you to grab a bite to eat, have a 
drink or get a tattoo at any of  the 
other reputable Clifton haunts be-
fore or after the show.  
Rohs does indeed cater to a 
diversity of  musical tastes, but 
it is widely known for being one 
of  the best spots for jazz in the 
Cincinnati area.   
Although they are not as popu-
lar as Riverbend or Bogart’s, these 
venues have an allure of  their own 
that encourages the arts to flour-
Professor premieres totem sculptures  
